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A Message from the Board President
“The Russian River is our region’s most critical asset and supports
our local economy.” This quote from our strategic plan strikes
a chord as we enter into our 3rd year of drought in California.
Here in the lower Russian, where I live, tourism is at its peak
with visitors using the river for swimming, kayaking, fishing and
sunbathing like no other time of the year. Restaurants, stores and
other businesses rely on this summer influx of river users for most
of their annual income. On the tiny road along the river where
I have lived for 37 years, there are now more “vacation rental”
homes than ever before. People with bikes, kayaks and dogs
parade up and down the road daily, and I wonder if the owners
of these rentals are alerting their guests to the conservation
measures we need to take in this drought? I worry about it!
In 1977 my husband and I moved to Duncans Mills, in the midst
of several years of drought. Our water source had depleted to the
point that water was trucked in from nearby Austin Creek. Thus
began our habit of water conservation, which we have continued
since that time. Recently Russian Riverkeeper has produced a
short video (SAVE IT!) demonstrating those very conservation
practices that, if embraced by all water users, would greatly help
us through this 3rd year of drought. But despite the National
Weather Service’s declaration in January that the state is “under
extreme drought conditions”, and despite the governor’s call to
voluntarily cut back on water use by 20%, we are still short of the
goals we need to achieve. Are we in denial?!
Californians actually increased the amount of water they used
in the first five months of the year by 1%! On the North Coast
we have hit a 12% reduction, still short of 20% goals. The State
Water Board is proposing mandatory conservation for the
state. In the upper Russian the cities of Cloverdale, Healdsburg,
Hopland and Ukiah are already under mandatory 20% cutbacks
as Lake Mendocino is currently at 36% of capacity.
The cost of a persistent drought is steep, and UC Davis has
estimated the cost of this drought to be $2.2 Billion – Ouch! That’s
not the only cost we face, with already existing lower flows in the
summertime the Russian’s fish, amphibian and reptile species
are stressed. The river’s steelhead and salmon populations are
either nearing extinction, endangered or in serious decline and
the drought isn’t helping. Boaters and swimmers have had to
adjust to dwindling flows and algae-strewn beaches just as they
did in May’s “Drought Edition” of the Great Russian River Race
this year. As Summer continues into Fall and with no rain in sight,
conditions will, no doubt, get worse. What if the drought doesn’t
end this winter?

That is why Riverkeeper supports taking action now. The failure to
conserve our most precious resource is a failure of epic proportions
with consequences for our fish, our wildlife and our economy.
We are advocating for public policies that help our community
prepare for the next drought, which could be even worse. For this
summer, each and every person and business can and must take
the drought seriously and do our part to find efficiencies in our
daily lives that conserve water. You know the ways - just do it!!

What if the drought doesn’t end this
winter? We must conserve now!
On a lighter note, Riverkeeper has had a number of organizational
changes in the last six months. Two Board Members, Charles
Rullman and Kathy Tierney, stepped down and Dennis Byrne and
Ed Burdett have stepped up to take their place. We are always
seeking new board members so if you have time available and
would like to learn more please contact me.
Most recently we have hired two new staff members who will hit
the ground running for our advocacy, outreach and educational
programs, and who will greatly increase Riverkeeper capacity for
protecting the river. Learn more about our new board and staff
members on page 2!
We have also established a long wished for Community Advisory
Council of valuable members whose areas of expertise will help us
achieve our long-term goals as an organization!
You can catch up on our program activities inside and also via our
monthly e-news – sign up on our website to stay informed on the
drought and other important river topics as well as Action Alerts
when we need more voices for the river.
Finally we will be celebrating the new Riverkeeper Park
enhancements and education center with a great kick-off event
on October 18th, so save the date and we hope to see you there!
Yours for the River,

Virginia Strom-Martin
Board President
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We are all both sad and happy at the same time to say good-bye to Charles Rullman and Kathy Tierney
from our Board of Directors. We owe a BIG THANK YOU to both Charles and Kathy for the contributions both have made to Riverkeeper and the River. Charles instilled a keen focus on finances to both
our board and staff and reinforced that focus over his four years of service. Charles and his wife Linda
moved out of the watershed to be closer to their grandchildren and continue as supporters of Riverkeeper. Kathy brought a strong combination of strategic sense and creative ability to Riverkeeper and
was responsible for leading the effort to develop our latest 5-year strategic plan and launch the Great
Russian River Race in 2011. Kathy has taken a job in Miami Beach but will commute back and forth and
has joined our new Community Advisory Council.
Dennis Byrne – Dennis Byrne’s family has owned a summer cabin on Fitch Mountain for over 80 years.
Dennis spent his summers as a child swimming and canoeing on the river and he and his family continue to spend time on the river whenever they can. Dennis has lived and practiced law in Sonoma
County since 1982. He presently is a sole proprietor in Santa Rosa with a general civil practice. He was
on the Board of Catholic Charities of the Diocese of Santa Rosa from 2000 to 2010, and served as Board
president from 2006 - 2009. He has also been a member and officer of the Santa Rosa Lions Club and
Sebastopol World Friends and a youth soccer coach for 16 years.
Ed Burdett – Ed worked in investment banking for 39 years raising money for State and local projects.
He specialized in utility financing and worked for a number of city, county and irrigation district issuers
on a variety of clean water, wastewater, water storage and water conveyance projects. He recently retired as a Managing Director from Bank of America. He has been a Russian River watershed landowner
since 1989 and moved up permanently last year. He is now focusing on making wine and olive oil. A
former triathlete and marathoner, Ed now stays active biking and rowing.

Staff Updates

Jordan Senia is heading to China
After two years of great contributions we will be saying goodbye to Jordan Senia, our Educational and
Field Programs Manager. Jordan visited China last fall and was taken by the stark environmental problems and the “chaos” of modern China and has decided to move there! We wish Jordan the best of luck.
Bob Legge - new Riverkeeper Policy and Outreach Coordinator
Bob joins Riverkeeper after 6 ½ years at the North Coast Water Board where he worked in many sections from regulatory to planning to water quality monitoring. Bob has been a frequent RRK volunteer
and has a great passion for improving water quality and habitat. Bob was inspired to shift his focus at
Sonoma State University from an energy focus to water by the late Friend of the Russian River and longtime SSU professor Steve Norwick, who encouraged so many students to make water their focal point.
Bob will be taking on a large part of our RRK Advocacy program and using his water monitoring skills to
help RRK re-focus on collecting water quality data to answer key questions facing the watershed.

Victoria Wikle

Park Project Director
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Felicia Herron - new Riverkeeper Restoration and Education Coordinator
Felicia is a graduate of Sonoma State University and received her Bachelor’s Degree in Environmental
Conservation and Restoration with a minor in Biology. She is a certified Permaculture Design Consultant
and is completing the Ecological Landscape Immersion program through the Permaculture Skill Center
in Sebastopol. She gained field experience at SSU Fairfield Osborne Preserve where she was trained
in native flora and fauna ID, became a certified naturalist teaching environmental education, and participated in grassland mapping and native coastal prairie restoration. Her positivity and experience will
make her a fun new member of our Riverkeeper team.

Are you a member of Russian Riverkeeper?

Do you care about clean water? Do you enjoy swimming and fishing in the Russian River? Do you
appreciate that Riverkeeper is a voice for the River, ensuring that our agencies enforce the laws to keep
our River clean and safe, with enough water in it for recreation and fish? As a non-profit, we rely on our
members and donations from the public to help fund the important work we do. Renew or become a
member today!

Keep in touch on our website, Facebook and Twitter!

Please visit our website at www.russianriverkeeper.org and join our Facebook and Twitter pages for
up-to-date announcements and interesting links to all things water!

Russian Riverkeeper has three major programs to achieve our
mission to inspire the community to protect the Russian River
forever. We Advocate to support good decisions and prevent
bad ones from happening in our watershed. We Educate our
community about the river and its wildlife to increase their
understanding of what we need to do to be good stewards of the
River. We Celebrate the River by hosting or supporting fun events
that help the community enjoy the benefits of a healthy river.

Advocate
Hanson Gravel Pit Restoration Update
Feasibility Study Complete this Fall
After two years of hard work and a lot of collaboration with over
a hundred scientists, the Feasibility Study for the Hanson project
will be complete by late September. The direction of the project
has shifted as more data and information has been developed
and studies and modeling conducted. The first concepts involved
creating a connection to the river and then morphed into utilizing
all available material from levees to berms to completely filling
pits to what is now a hybrid design. All the data and modeling
has improved the ability to balance key concerns such as flooding
and erosion while creating habitat for salmon. Current designs
changed from completely filling the pits to filling to depth of less
than 12 feet with a downstream facing pilot channel to drain
water and allow fish to escape as water levels recede after floods.
Final design changes are being made and the Feasibility Study will
provide a review of the design evolution in response to data and
modeling as well as feedback from leading scientists in various
fields. We are excited to see this critical project move ahead
after release of the study early this fall because it will provide
water quality and flood control benefits as well as an increasing
groundwater recharge, which is critical for future droughts.

and hardest hits in any drought. Waiving water quality protections
for salmon to ensure water deliveries will increase future costs
of salmon recovery. Ramming through a very misguided state
recycled water permit will pollute more groundwater leaving
less in our drought bank account- thank you to everyone who
wrote the Water Board on that issue! The worst issue we face
in the state is groundwater pumping and despite intelligent calls
for some regulation to slow the constant and often permanent
drawdown of aquifers, pumping is increasing leaving less water
for the next drought.
In the Russian River we are doing a better job and we give our
watershed a C+ grade since most residents have plenty of room
to conserve but we’re only at 12% reduction when the target is
20%. Given our average use is 114 gallons per person per day that
is like each person using three bathtubs of water each day. We
can and have to do better than that and I suspect that most of
you are doing your part being so well informed! We have learned
recently that groundwater over-pumping is not just a Central
Valley issue but is also a Santa Rosa Plain issue after hearing that
aquifer levels are trending downward over time. Groundwater is
the only relief valve in the next drought and we are using that
water today at unsustainable rates. It doesn’t matter whether
you view groundwater as a property right or part of the commons
that should be managed – once it’s gone we all lose so sensible
regulation can make sure you have something rather than nothing
in the next drought.
Anyone expecting a miracle can still hope for one but do not bank
on it. National Weather Service, NASA and UC Davis Center for
Watershed Sciences are all downplaying chances of a drought
busting winter this year and are now saying odds are good for
another below average rain year and chances of a strong El-Nino
are also fading. We need to conserve as if it won’t rain next winter
to get through next year without even more pain!

Riparian Zoning Ordinance Faces Major Pushback
Baby Steps to Protect River Opposed Vigorously by Some

Hanson pits photo credit: Brian Cluer

Drought Update 2014: Conservation Below Targets &
Planning for Next Drought Nil
If we had to grade the California’s response to this drought we’d
give it a D grade. The only reason we aren’t giving our state an F is
because so many individuals and businesses and farms are doing
a great job – but we’re all in the minority and most residents are
ignoring the drought. Our state elected officials starting with our
Governor are more focused on doing whatever they can to make
more water available and ignoring environmental protections.
This will cost us far more down the road as we are digging the
state into a deeper hole with salmon and wildlife that take the first

The Sonoma County General Plan 2020, adopted by the Supervisors
in 2008, expanded biotic resource protections and applied
stream buffers to all USGS “blue-line” streams and specific buffer
distances for development and agricultural cultivation. In order
to implement the stream buffers, the County was required by the
GP2020 EIR mitigations to develop the Riparian Zoning Ordinance
to translate stream buffer language into county code. The goal
of these stream buffers is to protect aquatic species, riverbank
(riparian) vegetation, reduce flooding damage, improve filtration
of stormwater pollution, increase groundwater recharge and
other valuable ecosystem services that benefit property owners,
wildlife and our community. Today our streams are deeply incised
and entrenched. We have lost a large amount of groundwater
recharge since the narrow, deeply incised channels speed water
away. Protecting streamside buffers preserves some capacity
for recharging groundwater, which as we know in this drought is
critical to our community.
Unfortunately, the Riparian Zoning Ordinance is under attack by
land rights proponents, some members of the farming community
and others who feel it is a land grab. It’s hard to agree with that
position since existing land uses are generally not impacted by

the Ordinance, which focuses on new projects, not existing
uses. One major point of contention is a prohibition on removal
of vegetation except with an approved permit. This is critically
needed today since the Russian River has historically lost over
75% of former riparian vegetation to past development. That
vegetation is usually the only thing binding together the sand and
gravel banks of the River and is our best erosion protection. The
curious thing about people opposing the Ordinance is that if it
doesn’t get adopted, the EIR process and possibly the General
Plan process will need to start over, costing the county taxpayers
a bit of money. Re-starting the process would also allow groups
like Riverkeeper to introduce newer scientific information since
2008 that could result in even larger buffers counter to the goals
of opponents.

Educate
Wildlife Spotlight

Rough winged swallow
If you hate mosquitoes you will like the Northern Rough Winged
Swallow that eats as many bugs as they can catch day in and day
out! The Northern Rough Winged Swallow is one of five local
species of swallows that are acrobatic flyers who snatch bugs
in mid-air or right off the surface of the water. They are most
often seen feeding over or near rivers and wetlands. They have
a distinctive slow and deliberate wing-beat, making them look at
times as though they are defying gravity.

Unfortunately, this might be a very contentious and tense process.
Our hope is that cooler heads will prevail and the decision will
turn on science - not political pressure. We will be looking for
your support in the form of letters to your Supervisor and possibly
donations to help us work to ensure passage of this direly needed
protection of the remaining riparian buffers that have not been
lost to development yet.

Agricultural Lands Discharge Program
In 1972 when the federal Clean Water Act became law, all
agricultural operations were exempted, ensuring that their
operations did not harm water quality. Fast-forward to 2012 and
every single business sector, from industrial operations, to cities,
to manufacturers, to construction sites, are regulated under the
Clean Water Act and it is now time for the last economic sector
to get in the clean water game. Currently a stakeholder process
is scheduled to start up later this year at the North Coast Water
Board to develop regulations that meet the mandates of the
federal and state Clean Water Acts. The Water Boards in other
CA regions like the Central Coast have relied on third party
certification programs with all data hidden from the public which
has resulted in litigation. It appears the North Coast Water Board
will follow that course but is signaling that they expect those
third party programs to be improved to meet the equivalent of a
sediment TMDL (TMDL = cleanup plans).
Riverkeeper will participate in the stakeholder group and will seek
to ensure that the process focuses on outcomes – Clean Water,
rather than outputs – and that all Best Management Practices
(BMP’s) are installed according to plan. In our observations over
the years we see many landowners working hard to implement
BMP’s that fail to control pollution. Installing X number of a certain
BMP that doesn’t perform fails to meet Clean Water Act mandates
and wastes farmers money. We are also dismayed to see the
best single BMP for meeting water quality regulations – riparian
buffers – being de-emphasized or ignored in the process. Riparian
buffers provide multiple benefits beyond water quality such as
flood protection for vineyards and farms, increased groundwater
recharge (drought preparedness!), improved pollution filtering
and fewer endangered species. Unfortunately it appears a BMP
output direction is being taken so we have our work cut out for us
to re-focus this process to ensure it meets state and federal water
quality standards.

Northern Rough Winged Swallows (NRWS) are 5 – 5 3/4” long,
plain brown on their upper side with a white belly and a buff
colored throat and upper breast. Along the Russian River you
can see them over the water at dusk and in the morning hours.
The NRWS gets its name from the tiny serrations on their outer
primary wing feathers. They are a more solitary bird than Bank
or Cliff Swallows that travel and nest in colonies. These swallows,
like Bank Swallows, rely exclusively on vertical faces of eroding
riverbanks although unlike the Bank Swallow, they use nests of
other wildlife like Kingfishers or Bank Swallows or rodents. NRWS
and other species nest in eroding vertical riverbanks since they
provide safe refuge from nest predators close to their feeding
grounds. Many people see eroding riverbanks as a major problem to be fixed, but erosion is a natural process that is only a
problem if we build too close to our waterways. Eroding riverbanks provide habitat for many different species but those like
the Kingfisher or Rough-Winged Swallow can only nest in eroding
vertical riverbanks. In order to preserve the biodiversity and
prevent species extinction we have to acknowledge the need
to allow some banks to erode naturally where roads and public
infrastructure aren’t at risk.

Criticality Pictures, H-Town Youth Theater and
Russian Riverkeeper team up for #SAVEIT Video
Get in the spirit of conserving water in this drought!

As we entered our second year of serious drought Russian Riverkeeper wanted to make sure that everyone knows what we can do
to save water. One gap we found is not enough information aimed
at kids who are often at home all summer and are great stewards
if they know what to do to help. Luckily we knew whom to go to
make that happen, Criticality Pictures and H-Town Youth Theater.
Bill Sorensen & Stella Kwiecinski of Criticality have been working for several years on a Russian River documentary (due out
soon) and have interviewed and consulted with Riverkeeper for

the river film, so we knew they are top-notch filmmakers. Bill &
Stella have also produced videos for the Volunteer Center as part
of their commitment to give back to their community and eagerly
agreed to film the video for Riverkeeper. H-Town Youth Theater,
run by Michele and Matthew Proschold, is our local fee-free youth
theater program that puts on several shows a year featuring local
kids ages six to seventeen. We knew from attending some of their
recent shows that H-Town has a great group of talented actors
that matched the age group we wanted to target.
The result of the collaboration is the video #SaveIt, which you
can view from the Riverkeeper website. It’s a lively video with
action shots of the youth actors showing off how they save water
(which now has over 500 views on You Tube) and will be made
available to schools in the watershed to help increase water
conservation in this drought. Big Thank you’s to the actors Grace
Proschold, Emilia Naples, Jack McEnhill, Shannon Piazza & Della
Swan and filmmakers Bill Sorensen, Stella Kwiecinski and Nancy
Econome for producing such a high quality film! Don’t forget to
check it out at russianriverkeeper.org and SaveIt!

Riverkeepers Clean Campus Clean Creeks To Be
Model for State Grant Program!
Multi-Benefit Projects Seen as Piece of Drought Solution

Thanks to support from Community Foundation of Sonoma County
Healdsburg Area Fund, the Great Russian River Race proceeds and
RRK supporters we were able to meet our Clean Campus goal and
serve four high school programs in the last year at Elsie Allen,
Montgomery, Marce Becerra Academy at Healdsburg High (2x)
and Cloverdale High School.

Riverkeeper Stewardship Park Update

Join us for Volunteer days on Wednesdays & Open House Event
We look forward to our Grand Opening/ Open House on October 18th at RRK Park and hope to see you there! It has been a
busy twelve months at the Park starting with grading last August
and trail construction from October to early January before the
rains started. We are planning to complete the Stewards Interactive Watershed Model, Entry Kiosk, River Overlook and storage
shed and fencing before the end of the year. A big thank you to
Ameri-Corps Watershed Stewards Nicholas Ryu and Adam Zwick
who organized two separate volunteer bioswale projects and to
park neighbors Justin at Parcel Box Plus and Jake and Patrick at
the old Guerne house and Jerry at River Theater for helping with
power supply and fixing holes in the fencing!
Our regular volunteer crew led by Victoria and Julie continue to
work on restoring the native plant community each Wednesday
morning at 8:30, and we invite interested volunteers to join
them; for more information visit our website. One special project
we are seeking volunteers to implement is a tile mosaic project
in the Art Garden area of the Park. Our lead artist Jane has been
collecting tiles for a year and has had some recent health issues
so we are looking for some artist volunteers to take on this project. We send best wishes to our friend Jane to get better soon.

The River Opera was a Smashing Success!

The ultimate goal of Clean Campus Clean Creeks is to create a
statewide model to teach students about the biggest threat to
water quality and to challenge them to solve the problem on
their own campus. Polluted urban run-off (generally referred to
as stormwater pollution) comes from our roads, parking lots and
rooftops that collect pollutants throughout the dry season that
wash into our creeks and the river each fall. Our biggest goal was
to refine the program to become a statewide model within ten
years.
We were thrilled when we were asked to provide Clean Campus
information and pictures for one of the State Water Board
members to use in a big drought symposium in Sacramento.
A week later we received a surprise call from the Water Board
Division of Financial Assistance (DFA) we learned that DFA
intends to use Clean Campus as a model for a multi-million dollar
grant program to state high schools! DFA’s goal is to increase
stormwater education and provide funding to do projects that
clean up stormwater, increase groundwater recharge and provide
wildlife habitat in rain gardens and bioswales using native plants.
We will keep you posted on how the grant program unfolds in our
monthly E-newsletters – stay tuned!

Hugh Livingston and Fred Euphrat joined forces to present Stages
of the Russian River on June 6th and 7th at Warneke Ranch.
Thank you to all who attended. Here are a few quotes from attendees:
“The opera was magnificent. You pulled it together and made the
production flow even more beautifully than the first preview….
The scenes were so well-planned and unique and at the end, I felt
like I became the river flowing through the singers…You created
a complete sensory experience with sound, light, color, touch and
even smell…I hope you have the resources and ambition to do it
again. It deserves to be repeated to a bigger audience.”

Russian River Watershed Cleanup September 27th
It’s that time of year again! Go to russianrivercleanup.org to
register for the annual Russian River Watershed Cleanup in
Sonoma County. You can choose between nine canoe routes
from Asti all the way to Guerneville with plenty of opportunities
to walk beaches for the cleanup. We’d like to see another 100
volunteers this year so if you helped out last year - please tell a
few friends to join you this year...It’s a fun way to get out on the
River and help clean it up before winter rains wash all the trash
into the ocean!

Plant Invaders on the River:
Sesbinia punicea/ Red Sesbinia/Scarlet Wisteria

Since Scarlet Wisteria was first spotted along the American River
Parkway in Sacramento in 1999 it has since spread throughout
the Central Valley. Its ability to spread rapidly has earned it and
the highest priority along rivers in the Central Valley. The California Invasive Plant Council has given the plant a Red Alert and is
the highest priority for removal. Scarlet Wisteria is bad for any
due to the following characteristics:
1. Water Hog - Uses large amounts of water
2. Weak Roots - Increases rates of erosion
3. Seeds and all plant parts of poisonous to humans and wildlife
4. Displaces native vegetation that provide food to wildlife
5. Mature in 2 years, seeds viable for over 3 years
Riverkeeper spotted 14 Scarlet Wisteria plants on the mainstem
of the Russian River in mid-July just below Dry Creek’s confluence. We found two-dozen large mature seed producing trees
on a short paddle down lower Dry Creek a few days later. On the
same day your Riverkeeper was leading Sonoma County Conservation Action’s annual River Float and the group found a dozen
small plants along the river and stripped one mature tree of
almost 1000 seedpods.

Scarlet Wisteria has large clusters of red blooms (only shrub/tree
on river with red bloom), acacia like leaves, flat oblong seed pods,
grows to height of 12-14 feet in large stands.
Riverkeeper is working to develop a plan to attack this fast
growing invader before it gets well established in the Russian
River. Compared to arundo donax/giant reed or Himalayan
Blackberry we have a real chance to keep this nasty weed out of
the watershed. The first step is mapping the current plants on the
river and Dry Creek over the next month while seeking permits
to remove the plants from Department of Fish and Wildlife and
North Coast Water Board. Mapping is critical to ensure follow up
of re-growth and seed banks in future years. We need your help to
get rid of this Red Alert plant pest and you can help by:
1. Contacting Russian Riverkeeper if you see Red Wisteria at or
near a waterway via e-mail or phone with location and if possible
pictures.
2. Tell your friends who own property near the river or who spend
time at the River to keep an eye out for Scarlet Wistera.
3. Donate to Riverkeeper to help us fund permits, supplies and
disposal for eradicating Red Wisteria.
If you see the plant call Felicia Herron, Restoration Coordinator,
at 707-433-1958 or e-mail at Felicia@russianriverkeeper.org with
the location, number of plants and if it’s seeded yet.

Celebrate
Our “celebrate” efforts are meant to inspire local people to
re-discover what a great treasure we have in the Russian River!

“Drought Edition” Race Kept Afloat!

Save the date for next year’s race: May 2, 2015
Our 4th annual Great Russian River Race was dubbed the
“Drought Edition” in response to the lower flows and concerns
that the River would be too low for boats to pass in some sections. Although we had to cancel the 15 mile Race due to flows,
the 5 mile race went off without a hitch! There were over 300
racers, over 500 at the post-race party and as always, it was a
great way to open the summer season on the River. We raised
over $14,000 for our Clean Campus Clean Creeks program.
Thank you to all the Racers, Sponsors, Donors, Volunteers and
Party-Goers for another successful Race. A special thank-you
goes out to Marmot Mountain, our #1 sponsor of the Race!

Our survey asked, ”What did you like about the Race?”
“Great cause, great people running & participating, fun party
afterward & lots of schwag!”
“Emphasis on fun and the health of the River”
“Great fun loving energy by everyone involved. T-shirt / water
balloon slingshot, costumes, kayaks, weather, Lagunitas, all the
vendors & live music.”
“The challenge of the course! It was well organized!! The sponsors are terrific, The VOLUNTEERS ROCK.”
“First time and I will be back next year!”
“Being on the river with lots of fun people to raise money for
keeping it beautiful!”

THANK You!

The generosity of Russian Riverkeeper’s supporters makes it possible to continue our vital work in the watershed.We thank all
of the individuals & organizations who contributed from June 2013-June 2014. We could not do this work without you!
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& Sam Schlabach, Jean Schulz,
Anne & Brian Seeley, Alan
Siegle & Shelley Brown, Earle
& Michelle Shenk, Charles &
Lindsey Shere, Cathy Smith,
Bill Smith, Sonoma County
Conservation Action, Sunshine
Coffee Roasters, Charles Wagner & Tom Culp, Joan & Peeter
Vilms, Frances Werner, Carolyn
& Richard Weston, Dan & Dee
Wickham, Wayne Wiebe, Kathrin Williams, Thomas Wood,
Shirlee Zane
Friends $25 +
Priscilla Abercrombie, Bruce
Abramson, Carol Adair, Marc
& Margaret Alexander, Gary

Anderson, Lawrence Jaffe &
Ann Austin, Gary & Martha
Bannister, Kate Barrett, Mary
Batmale, Helen Baum, Martin
Bauman, Margaret & Douglas
Beima, Walter & Betty Benson,
Ann Blacker, Blue Feather
Organics, Bobby The Greek,
Gary Bodwin, Walt Maack &
Bretta Rambo, Richard Burg,
Ann Carranza, Lena & John
Chyle, Michael Clark, JoAnn
Coffino, John & Ethel Cole,
Mark Crescione, Patricia
Cummings, Carolyn & Gerald
D’Elia, Timothy Derry, Merritt
& Marion Elmore, Christine
Engel, Barbara Epstein,
John Essman, Chris Evans,
Ben Farnham, Celeste
Felciano, Deb Fudge, Jared
Garrison-Jakel, Doris Golden,
Ellinor Hagedorn, Tony
Hanson, Jack & Deyea Harper,
Elizabeth Hawthorne, Jan &
John Heller, David & Sharon
Herr, Elizabeth Carothers
Herron, Dennis & Melinda Hill,
Christine & Geoffrey Hyde,
Richard Iverson, Judy Jasko,
Robert Judd, Deborah Kendall,
Marshall & Pat Kilduff, Lana
Koloboff, Bill & Lucy Kortum,
Dan & Sarah Larkin, Betsy
Livingstone, Stephen & Jan
Lochner, Peggy Maddock,
Jonathon Mann, Laurel
Marcus, Emma McEnhill,
Barbara Medaille, Allison
Meistrich, Gerald & Barbara
Meral, Clay Miller, Mark MillsThysen, Kent Mitchell, Patty
Mohar, Melissa Monson, F.
Joseph Mortenson, Anthony
Mountain & Cheryl Maynard,
Gloria Norton, Dennis &
Patricia O’Leary, Dennis
Parks, Christine & Kim Parsons,
Joyce Peters, Kathy Principi,
Mike & Judi Reilly, Frank
Robertson, Leanne Sarasy,
Charles Schultz, Ernest
Selander, Selby Winery, Sylvia
Seventy, Linda Sheehan, David
& Donna Spilman, Lisa Titus,
Robert Torre, Paul & Rebecca

Van Lith, Carol Vellutini,
Valerie & Bruce White, Erik
Young
Great Russian River
Race Sponsors
Bella Vineyards, Big John’s
Market, Blu Skye, Bohemian,
Camelbak Products, Center
St. Deli, Guayaki Sustainable
Rainforest Products, Heck
Family Foundation, Hotel
Healdsburg, Lagunitas,
Marmot Mountain, Murphy
Goode Winery, River’s Edge
Russian River Adventures,
SHED, Shelton’s, Sky Saddle
Wines, Sonoma County
Regional Parks Dept.,
Sonoma County Water
Agency, Starbucks, Truett
Hurst Vineyards, Vineman,
Waterkeeper/SPLASH/Toyota
Watershed Media, Watkins
Family Winery
In Memory of Tammie Fraser:
Bill & Susan Fraser, Douglas
Kopp, Mr. & Mrs. Stephen
Rosenthal
In Memory of Kathleen
Palmer:
Elizabeth Hawthorne
In Memory of Robert
Stockton: “May the river be his
guide and his spirit live on in
each one of us”
Abigail Doolittle, Allen &
Barbara Litchfield, Andree &
Larry Benson, Barbara Carman
Cathy and Bob Costello, Chiye
Horiye, Christine Friel, Don
Stannard-Friel, Douglas Kinzle
Edward Wright, Elise Jahns
& Family, John Saunders,
Lawrence Franzella, Lawrence
Pon, Lela & Jimmy Friel,
Margaret Mahon, Marsh Risk
& Insurance Services, Matthew
Stannard, Patricia Hraba
Rachel Walton, Susan Hamlin,
Tim Rich, West Coast Lumber
In Honor of Marty Griffin:
Anne Griffin-Lynn
In Honor of Caroline Mullen &
Gordon MacGill: Anonymous

Russian Riverkeeper
P.O. Box 1335
Healdsburg, CA 95448
Return Service Requested

future event dates

September 27 - Russian River Clean-Up
October 18 - Riverkeeper Stewardship Park Celebration
May 2, 2015 - Great Russian River Race

Riverkeeper Wish List

We are in need of the following items in good working condition:
Auction items for Fundraisers (Wine, Vacation rentals, tours, etc.)
•Newer Digital Camcorder & Camera • Office bookshelves, desks and dividers • GPS devices
Donated items are tax deductible!!

Advantageous Way to Support RRK

The Russian Riverkeeper relies on donors’ support to sustain our commitment to the Russian River
Watershed. Gifts of appreciated stock are an easy and beneficial way to make a donation. You receive
credit for the full market value of the gift, and you avoid capital-gains tax. If you would like to make a
donation please call or have your broker call us at 433-1958. Please consider making a gift of stock today!

